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INVESTIGATION TEAM REPORT
Attacks by a grizzly bear in Soda Butte Campground on the Gallatin
National Forest on July 28, 2010
August 13, 2010
Investigation Team Members 1 :
Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks Department, Kevin Frey, Bear
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Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks Department, Sam Shepard, Warden
Captain, Bozeman, MT
National Park Service, Kerry Gunther, Bear Management Supervisor,
Yellowstone National Park, WY
University of Calgary, Stephen Herrero, Environmental Science Program,
Faculty of Environmental Designs, Calgary, AB, Canada.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Chris Servheen, Grizzly Bear Recovery
Coordinator, Missoula, MT
U.S. Forest Service, Dan Tyers, Yellowstone Grizzly Specialist, Bozeman,
MT
Wyoming Game and Fish Department, Mark Bruscino, Bear
Management Supervisor, Cody, WY
Summary:
In the early morning hours of 28 July 2010, an adult female grizzly bear
accompanied by 3 yearlings attacked 3 separate people in 3 different tents in the
Soda Butte Campground. The initial attack was inflicted on Mr. Ronald Singer at
approximately 0200 hours, who was bitten through his tent on his lower left leg.
Mr. Singer punched the bear several times and the bear left. The second attack
was inflicted on Mrs. Deborah Freele at approximately 0215 hours; she was
initially bitten on her upper left arm and then bitten on her lower left arm. She
then received a slight bite to her left leg and then the bear left. The third attack
was inflicted on Mr. Kevin Kammer at an unknown time, presumably after the first
2 attacks. Mr. Kammer was camping by himself, and was killed and partially
consumed at his campsite. All of these attacks occurred in a 27-site
campground, of which 24 sites were occupied by people on the night of the
attacks. An unmarked adult female grizzly bear and her 3 yearling offspring (2
females and 1 male) were captured at the site of the fatality within 16-48 hours of
the incident. This adult female was DNA matched to grizzly bear hair found on
the victims and was subsequently destroyed. The yearlings were placed in a zoo
facility for permanent removal from the wild.
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Format of this report:
This report is an interagency investigation team report of a grizzly-human
incident resulting in a human fatality as per p. 59 of the Interagency Grizzly Bear
Guidelines (Appendix 1). The report summarizes the incident, the investigation of
the incident, resolution or response to the incident, and presents information
gathered as part of the investigation team effort. The investigation team is made
up of state and federal agency staff involved in responding to the incident and 1
outside expert member who had no prior involvement in this incident. The team
collected written statements from and interviews with people directly involved.
Written statements and interviews and other informational materials are
appendices to this report. The team attempted to reconstruct the incident as
much as possible, given the information available. The team made every effort to
reconstruct and report the finding about the incident while avoiding speculation.
Situation:
The Soda Butte Campground is a medium-sized campground located along Hwy.
212 approximately 1 mile east of Cooke City, Montana and 5 miles east of the
northeast entrance to Yellowstone National Park (see map, Appendix 2). The
campground allows hard-sided and soft-sided camping and is equipped with
numerous warning signs advising that grizzly bears frequent the area. Each
campsite has a bear-resistant food storage box and campers are required to
keep a clean camp, to store food in the provided food storage boxes or their
vehicles, and to not leave food-stuffs or attractants in or around their campsites.
The campground stretches approximately 1000+ yards from the east to the west
end and campsites are separated from each other in most cases by visual cover
with thick stands of spruce and other conifers providing visual screening. The
campground is along Soda Butte Creek and the in area adjacent to the
campground and in some places within the campground, there are abundant
bear foods, including forbs. On the night of the incident, 24 of the 27 available
sites were occupied. In 2010, there was not a campground host at the site. The
campground contains 4 bear-resistant garbage containers, 4 established
outhouse facilities, and a bear resistant food storage box at each campsite.
There are numerous signs both when entering the campground and within the
campground stating that the area is frequented by grizzly bears.
There was some evidence of bears of unknown species frequenting the
campground prior to the incident on 28 July 2010, including bear tracks on the
garbage containers and many of the food storage boxes at each campsite, as
well as photos of a subadult grizzly in the campground on July 25, 2010 (this
subadult that was photographed was not one of the yearlings captured at the
attack site). There were no reports of conflicts with grizzly bears or black bears
in 2010 at this campground prior to these attacks. At least 2 groups of campers
at the site reported hearing or seeing bears in the evening or at night prior to 28
July 2010 but there were no reports of aggression by these bears or any conflicts
associated with these bear sightings.
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Detailed Information:
The attack events:
The first attack was at campsite #16 (Photo 1) where Mr. Singer was sleeping in
a tent with his girlfriend and their dog (a young puppy). Mr. Singer’s girlfriend’s
father and sister were in another tent a short distance away at the same
campsite. At approximately 0200 hours, Mr. Singer was awakened by his tent
moving, “several feet” (Appendix 3). He then felt something bite his left leg
through the tent but he could not see what it was. He reacted by punching at the
animal several times through his tent at which time the animal let go of his leg.
He looked through a tear in his tent that had occurred during the attack but did
not see anything. At that time, his girlfriend, Maria Flemming, screamed and
turned on a light in the tent. Ms. Flemming exited the tent and went to the nearby
tent where her father and sister were sleeping and awoke them. They all
returned to Mr. Singer’s tent and were applying first aid to his leg when they
heard a woman screaming at what they thought was campsite #13. The group
loaded Mr. Singer in the vehicle and drove to Cooke City where they called 911
and emergency responders. Mr. Singer had puncture wounds and lacerations to
his lower left leg but no fractured bones.

Photo 1. Campsite #16 where attack on Mr. Singer took place.

Sometime between 0200 and 0215 hours, the second attack occurred at
campsite #11 (Photo 2) where Mrs. Deborah Freele was sleeping alone in a tent.
Mrs. Freele’s husband was sleeping in separate tent approximately 13 yards
away at the same campsite. She awoke and felt a bite to her upper left arm
(Appendix 4). The bear shook her briefly, let go of her upper arm then bit her
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again in the lower left arm. At the same time she was being bitten in the lower
arm she believed she was bitten in her left leg and then the bear let go of her leg.

Photo 2. Campsite #11 where the attack on Mrs. Freele took place.

She screamed and then played dead hoping the bear would leave. A family from
another campsite came in their vehicle to assist her and then this family left her
to seek additional assistance by driving around the campground and honking
their vehicle horn to attract attention. Mrs. Freele was left alone on the ground,
where she had been attacked, for approximately 5-15 minutes until other
campers returned to assist her. She wrapped her arm in her shirt to try and stop
the bleeding. She believed that her arm was broken because she heard what
she believed to be a bone break during the second bite on her lower left arm.
Mrs. Freele never saw any bear during the attack. Her injuries on her left arm
were 1 laceration 15 cm in length to the upper arm with deep muscle damage; 3
other small lacerations in the upper arm; 8 lacerations in the lower arm, one
fracture of the ulna with no bone exposure and no nerve or vascular damage.
The bite to her left leg caused no lacerations or punctures. A part of a broken
canine tooth from a bear was found in Mrs. Freele’s tent. Mrs. Freele had bear
spray in her tent but never got to use it.
Mr. Don Wilhelm and his family, including 2 children and his wife, were camped
at campsite #12, adjacent to the campsite occupied by Mrs. Freele and her
husband. Mr. Wilhelm went to the restroom at approximately 0130 hours and
checked his watch upon returning to his tent and it was 0132 hours (Appendix 5).
Mr. Wilhelm’s recollection is that at approximately 0130-0145 hours, he heard a
woman scream from upstream (to the east), in the direction of the site occupied
by Mr. Singer. He heard other fleeting sounds then silence. He was not aware
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what caused the scream and speculated that it was perhaps a domestic
disturbance. At approximately 0145-0200 hours, he heard in the downstream
(west) direction toward site #11 a lady’s voice screaming, “stop” “no,” and other
cries of distress and agony. Mr. Wilhelm and his wife immediately started
dressing speaking to each other and gathering their family together. During this
time, they heard a bear huffing or “woofing” close by for a few seconds. His wife
said, “I think there’s a bear.” They discussed options and decided to make a run
for their vehicle. They then heard Mrs. Freele cry, “Help, I’ve been attacked by a
bear.” They then drove their vehicle to the adjacent campsite #11 and checked
on Mrs. Freele but did not get out of their vehicle. They then left in their vehicle
to seek assistance from other people in the campground (see statement for
details, Appendix 5). Mr. Wilhelm believes that by the time they returned to Mrs.
Freele, they had been gone for about 15 minutes. When they returned to
campsite #11 where Mrs. Freele lay injured, they encountered 2 campers from
campsite #13 sitting in their truck in the road. They then all exited their vehicles
and approached Mrs. Freele and administered assistance. No bears were seen.
When the Wilhelms returned after finding assistance, Mrs. Freele was alone on
the ground on top of her flattened tent. Mrs. Freele, with the assistance of the
Mr. Wilhelm and the campers from campsite #13, was then loaded into a vehicle
and transported to Cooke City for medical assistance. The Wilhelm family then
drove through the east loop of the campground honking and yelling that there
had been a bear attack trying to warn other campers. They never drove through
the lower (western) loop of the campground and later stated that they regretted
not doing so.
The exact time of events involving the attacks on Mr. Singer and Mrs. Freele are
unclear but the sequence of events is clear. It appears that the initial attack on
Mr. Singer was at approximately 0200 hours and the attack on Mrs. Freele was
between 5 and 15 minutes later.
The third attack was on Mr. Kevin Kammer and occurred at campsite #26 (Photo
3), approximately 600 yards downstream (west) from campsite #11 where Mrs.
Freele was attacked. This attack was fatal (Appendix 6). Mr. Kammer’s body
was not discovered until 0421 hours when law enforcement personnel drove
through the lower campground loop to clear it of all campers. By the time Mr.
Kammer’s body was discovered, the bear(s) had consumed a significant portion
of his torso. This occurred at his campsite and where his body was found
approximately 10 yards toward the creek from his campsite. Evidence indicated
that the victim was killed within 4 feet of his tent. His tent was a small tent
primarily of insect screen with a full weather fly stretched over it. Evidence
indicated that the victim had been attacked in this tent and had been pulled by
his head and shoulders through a hole ripped in the insect screen of his tent.
Campers at the campsite adjacent to Mr. Kammer’s site (approximately 60 yards
away) never heard any activity and were only awakened when the Sherriff’s
Department drove through the lower loop of the campground to clear the area of
campers.
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In all 3 attacks, the bear bit or ripped through the tent fabric or the insect screen
of the tent. In some cases, the bear apparently reached under the rain fly and bit
through the tent or the insect screen of the tent to reach the campers inside.

Photo 3. Campsite #26 where the fatal attack on Mr. Kammer took place.

Response to the incidents:
The immediate response to the incidents involved Montana Fish Wildlife and
Park Game Wardens, U.S. Forest Service personnel, Yellowstone National Park
personnel, and personnel from the Park County Sherriff’s Office. These
responses are detailed in Appendices 7, 8, 9, and 10.
Evidence of Bears in the Campground and the Area Prior to the Attacks:
Several witnesses reported evidence of bears in the campground prior to the
attacks. Mr. Wilhelm’s son reported to his family that he heard a bear around
their tent the night before the attack. He said he heard "banging around" like
something was trying to get into a bear box. He wondered if this might have
occurred at a nearby bearbox, not theirs, because it wasn't that loud, and he was
laying about 15 feet from their bear box. He said he heard footsteps as well,
which could have been made by a bear or a human walking near their tent. He
says that he doesn't remember hearing any "bear sounds." Mrs. Freele reported
that on the night of 25 July 2010, she may have heard a bear because she heard
a growl and then breathing. On 24 July, 2010 at 0730 hours a campground
visitor took a photo of a subadult grizzly in the Soda Butte Campground near the
outhouse in the center of the campground (Photo 4). This subadult was not one
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of the yearlings captured after the attack as it has a prominent white neck-ring
that is lacking on the captured yearlings. There were muddy bear tracks on 3 of
the 4 garbage containers in the campground and on several of the food storage
boxes within the campground. How long these bear tracks on the garbage
containers and food storage boxes had been present is unknown.
A verified report of a female grizzly bear with 3 yearlings in the Cooke City area
occurred on 21 July 2010 when Elaine Sabo was jogging along Highway 212
between the northeast entrance of Yellowstone National Park and the community
of Silver Gate at approximately 0900 hours (Appendix 11). A grizzly bear with 3

Photo 4. A subadult grizzly photographed in the Soda Butte Campground at 0730 hours on 24
July 2010.

yearlings came out of the woods and onto the highway. The mother stood up,
then charged Elaine Sabo. She screamed at the bear, “Hey, hey, hey” and the
bear stopped. The bear and her yearlings then ran into the woods and Ms. Sabo
returned to the northeast entrance station. This sighting is approximately 4-5 air
miles west of the Soda Butte Campground. There was another report on 6 July
2010 of a female grizzly bear with 3 large offspring described as yearlings 5
miles northeast of the Lamar Ranger Station in lower Baronette Meadow in
Yellowstone National Park (Appendix 12). This sighting is approximately 8.5 10.5 air miles west of the Soda Butte Campground. The bears were observed
feeding and traveling along Soda Butte Creek and were reported to be behaving
naturally. Investigators also found an individual who had taken photos on 23
July, 2010 of an adult female grizzly bear with 3 yearlings near the Warm Springs
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picnic site in Yellowstone National Park. This photo location is approximately 6
air miles west of the Soda Butte Campground.
Prior to the attacks, there were no reports of bear incidents in the Cooke City
area in 2010 and no nuisance bear captures or bears relocated into this area in
2010.
Capture of the Bears:
At the tent of the fatality victim, there were several identifiable bear prints on the
tent and on the fly of the tent. These prints were of 2 different sizes: 1 set of
larger prints and numerous sets of smaller prints. No tracks were visible on the
ground due to hard-packed dirt and vegetation. Several bear scats containing
vegetation were found in the area of the victim’s body. These scats were of
different sizes, appearing to be from an adult bear and at least 1 smaller bear.
Bear hairs were collected for DNA analysis in the area of the fatality and from the
victim’s body. The investigation crew searched the adjacent willows and riparian
zone but halted their search at the edge of the upslope timber on the other side
of the creek for fear of driving the bears out of the area. On the morning of July
28, 2010 a special aerial radio telemetry flight was conducted in the general
vicinity of Cooke City and the Soda Butte Campground to search for radiocollared bears. No radio-collared bears were found in the area.
Details of the trapping operations can be found in Appendix 13. Culvert traps
were immediately set in the area of the fatal attack. The largest culvert trap was
set within 6 feet of where the victim was killed. The trap was baited with bighorn
sheep meat and the fly from the victim’s tent was draped over the culvert. At
approximately 1530 hours on 28 July 2010, traps were baited and human activity
at the campground ceased with the collection of all camping equipment by
campers or agency personnel. At approximately 1800 hours, a door was heard
closing on a culvert trap. It was visually confirmed using binoculars that an adult
grizzly bear was in the culvert trap that was closest to the fatality site and which
had been covered with the fly from the victim’s tent.
At 1929 hours, the adult bear was immobilized and was found to be an adult
female grizzly bear. Blood, hair, and tissue samples were collected for DNA
analysis. The upper right canine tooth was recently broken and this break
matched the part of a canine tooth recovered from Mrs. Freele’s tent.
Personnel watching the area verified that 3 smaller grizzly bears were moving in
the willows at the edge of the stream. The adult female was placed back into the
culvert trap to recover from immobilization and 2 culvert other traps were all
moved within 40 yards of the yearling activity area to maximize capture of the
yearlings. On 29 July 2010, at 0615 hours the traps were checked and two
yearlings had been captured with the third still on the loose. On 30 July 2010, at
0600 hours, the third yearling was captured. Upon consultation between Federal
and State agencies, the bears were all moved to Bozeman, Montana. On 30 July
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2010 at 1600 hours, the adult female was immobilized, data was collected and
measurements were taken and at 1610, the adult female bear was euthanized.
A necropsy was completed on the adult female at the Montana State Veterinary
Diagnostic Lab by veterinary pathologists Dr. B. Layton and Dr. J. Marshall. On
31 July 2010, a rabies test was completed and the test was negative. The adult
female grizzly bear captured in the Soda Butte Campground on 28 July 2010 did
not have rabies.
The 3 yearlings were immobilized and examined on 31 July 2010 at 1834 hours.
After interagency consultation, it was decided to place these bears at Zoo
Montana in Billings, Montana, an accredited AZA non-profit facility. On 1 August
2010, the 3 yearlings were transported to Zoo Montana for permanent captivity.
DNA Results
By 1436 hours on 30 July 2010, DNA results from the Wyoming Game and Fish
Department’s Wildlife Forensics Lab confirmed a match between hair obtained at
the attack and fatality sites and hair and blood samples collected from the adult
female grizzly bear (Appendix 14). No DNA from any of the 3 yearlings was
found at any of the attack sites or the fatality site or on any wounds or clothing or
tents of the victims.
A single grizzly hair was found on Mrs. Freele’s shoe that was located outside
her tent. The DNA on this single hair did not match the adult female or any of the
yearlings, indicating a fifth bear in the area of the campground. The DNA found
on this sample from an apparent fifth bear does share an allele at all loci with the
adult female grizzly bear involved in the attack (Appendix 14). This allele sharing
indicates a high probability of relatedness between the unknown sample and the
adult female. There was no evidence of this fifth bear at any of the other attack
sites, on any wounds or clothing or tents of the victims, and at the fatality site.
There was no sign of this fifth bear during the capture efforts. This hair from an
apparent fifth bear may have been picked up on the shoe of Mrs. Freele in the
campground as she had stayed in the Soda Butte Campground for 13 days prior
to the attack, but there is no way to know this for certain. The only evidence of a
bear in the campground other than the adult female and her 3 yearlings is the
single subadult photographed on 24 July 2010 (Photo 4).
Condition of the Bears.
The necropsy report (Appendix 15) on the adult female showed this bear
weighed 216 pounds. The weight of this adult female is within the low end of the
normal range for adult females accompanied by yearlings in July in the
Yellowstone ecosystem (Figure 1). The weight of the yearlings is at the low end
of the normal range for yearlings in July in the Yellowstone ecosystem (Figure 1).
Body of the adult female was described as thin. The right canine tooth was
broken. A small amount of milk was produced from the teats. Fat stores were
present but marginal. The stomach was full of grass and black strands of fabric.
There were a few bony fragments present in the stomach as well. There were
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moderate to numerous tape worms and roundworms in the small intestine. The
brain and pituitary gland were normal. The lungs indicated the onset of
pneumoconiosis, a lung condition caused by inhaling particles of mineral dust.
Pneumoconiosis in humans is usually associated with inhalation of either silica
dust, asbestos fibers, or coal dust. The origin of this condition in this bear is
unknown and is perhaps related to den excavation and occupancy or perhaps
digging for foods in dusty soils. The summary morphological diagnosis was a
bear with a thin body condition, moderate to numerous numbers of tapeworms
and roundworms, and enteritis (inflammation) of the small intestine probably
associated with the parasite load.
Weights (lbs) adult females and yearlings Yellowstone ecosystem, 1983-2009
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Figure 1. Mean and minimum recorded weights of individual adult females with yearlings and
weights of individual yearlings (both sexes combined) in the Yellowstone ecosystem, 1983-2009
compared to the adult female and her yearlings involved in the Soda Butte attack. N = 26 for adult
females and 19 for yearlings. IGBST data.

The veterinary pathologists concluded that the parasite load combined with the
increased energy demands of 3 offspring, were contributing factors to the poor
body condition of the bear.
Isotope Analysis Results:
Hair, serum, and blood samples from the adult female captured at Soda Butte
Campground were sent to Dr. Charles T. Robbins at Washington State University
for analysis of carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur isotopes. The levels of various
isotopes in hair, blood, and serum samples can be used to estimate dietary
composition by bears during recent weeks to years in the past depending on the
tissue sample analyzed. When hair samples are analyzed at different lengths of
the hair, one can understand if food habits changed over the time period the hair
was grown. Results of the isotope analysis (Appendix 16) show that the adult
female captured in the Soda Butte Campground consumed almost exclusively a
plant-based diet over the previous 2 years. Ninety-two percent of the grizzly
bears in the Yellowstone ecosystem consume a higher proportion of meat in their
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diet than did this grizzly bear. There was a slight increase in the female’s
nitrogen isotope signature during the last few weeks of her life. Nitrogen
isotopes are an indication of the consumption of meat. Even though there was a
slight nitrogen increase in the past few weeks, this female only consumed a very
minimal amount of meat during the last few weeks of her life.
Evidence of sulfur isotopes in the hair, serum, and red blood cells of bears
indicates the consumption of whitebark pine seeds. Analysis of the sulfur
isotopes in the hair of the female captured in the Soda Butte Campground
indicates that she consumed few whitebark pine seeds in 2009 even though it
was a relatively good year for pine seed production in the Cooke City area.
Analysis for sulfur isotopes in the 2010 portion of the hair growing on this bear
indicated minimal use of whitebark pine seeds in 2010, very similar to the level of
consumption in 2009. Both the serum and red blood cell values for sulfur also
indicate minimal consumption of whitebark pine seeds during the last few weeks
of this bear’s life. In summary, this bear was not a consumer of whitebark pine
seeds, even when whitebark pine seed crops were good within the area where
she lived.
Isotopes of carbon can be used to understand consumption of natural plant foods
which are associated with a C3 metabolism. Corn, sorghum, sugar cane, and
other plants that have a more tropical climate origin indicate a C4 metabolism that
is not found in natural plant foods in the Yellowstone ecosystem. These
differences lead to very different carbon isotope signatures between consumers
of native Yellowstone area plants and consumers of tropical climate plants. Corn
is a widely used product for livestock feed for cattle, pork, and poultry. Farm
animals fed corn products show a C4 signature in their meat. Corn syrup is also
used as a sweetener in many consumer food products like granola bars, baked
goods, and many other packaged foods. Corn is also widely used in pet foods
such as dry dog food. If a bear eats any of these human-related foods or pet
food containing corn or corn sweetener or any beef, pork or poultry from animals
feed corn products, the bear will contain carbon isotopes characteristic of C4
plants in the serum and blood of the bear and in the hair of the bear that was
grown during the time of this corn product consumption. Thus, evidence of C4
from corn in the hair, blood, or serum of a bear is a clear indication that a bear
has obtained human-related foods such as garbage or meat, pork or poultry
products, and/or pet food. Analysis of the hair, blood, and serum of the female
grizzly bear captured at the Soda Butte Campground shows a very low C4
signature. This is very similar to the carbon signature of 350 wild research bears
handled in the Yellowstone ecosystem from 1984 to 2005. If amounts of humanrelated food had been consumed over several weeks by this bear, it would have
shown up on the analysis of carbon isotopes. These results indicate this female
consumed little or no human-related foods such as human garbage or pet food
over at least the last 2 years.
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The end result of the isotope analysis shows this female was a consumer of little
or no garbage or human foods in 2009 or 2010. This female utilized few or no
whitebark pine seeds, even in 2009, a year when whitebark pine seeds were
abundant in the Cooke City area and much of the Yellowstone ecosystem. This
female was living on a plant-based food diet that provided a minimal level of
nourishment, particularly when she was nursing and accompanied by 3
offspring. While this female was utilizing a primarily vegetative diet, she was not
unique in this strategy in the Yellowstone ecosystem (see Figure 2). Other
grizzly bears in the Yellowstone ecosystem survive successfully on a plant-based
diet similar to the diet of the adult female involved in the Soda Butte attacks
(Figure 2). Grizzly bears are opportunistic omnivores that consume a wide
variety of foods and subsist on a wide diversity of diets even among animals with
overlapping home ranges within the same geographic area.

Figure 2. Carbon and nitrogen isotope values of the hair collected from the Soda Butte female
compared to similar samples for 350 research bears handled between 1984 and 2005 (From
Appendix 16).

Finding of the Investigation Team:
An adult female grizzly bear accompanied by 3 yearlings attacked 3 separate
campers in their tents in the Soda Butte Campground between approximately
0200 and 0400 hours on 28 July 2010. The first 2 attacks resulted in injuries that
were not life threatening. The last attack resulted in a human fatality. The first
attack occurred on an individual in a tent with another individual and a small dog.
The second and third attacks occurred on lone individuals in tents. The bear bit
the campers through the side of the tent or through the insect screen of the tent,
or ripped the tent fabric somehow and bit the campers though the resulting hole
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in the tent. The first victim fought off the bear by punching the animal and the
bear let go. The second victim made noise and then played dead. The bear left
the area after biting the second victim 3 times. There was noise at this time made
by 4 campers in the adjoining campsite as they scrambled to get dressed and go
to their vehicle. The third victim was killed at his tent site approximately 600
yards from the site of the first 2 attacks. A significant portion of his body was
consumed at that site and 10 yards away where his body was dragged by the
bear(s). The exact time of the third attack is unknown. It is not clear if the
yearling offspring accompanying this female participated in the attacks but it
evidence indicates that they participated in the consumption of the third victim.
The location where the attacks took place is an established Forest Service
campground along Hwy. 212 approximately 1 mile east of Cooke City, Montana.
The campground is between Highway 212 and Soda Butte Creek and is
approximately 1000+ yards from one end to the other. There are 27 established
campsites within this campground, 24 of which were occupied the night of the
attacks. Six of the sites were occupied by hard-sided trailers and 18 by people
camping in tents. There was no campground host in this campground. The
campground contained 4 established outhouse facilities and 4 bear-resistant
garbage containers. Three of the 4 garbage containers had muddy bear tracks
on them at the time of the attacks. Each camp site has a bear-resistant food
storage container and several of these had muddy bear tracks on them at the
time of the attacks. The campground is located in undulating topography and is
timbered with spruce and other conifers offering a high level of visual cover.
Many of the camp sites are screened by vegetation so that they cannot be seen
by people in adjacent sites. There is significant spacing between the campsites
in this campground. Soda Butte Creek runs along the south side of the
campground creating a high level of ambient sound in the campground that
makes hearing noises in adjacent campsites difficult. The creek bottom adjacent
to the campground is riparian habitat with willows and many bear foods. Wildlife
trails are common and evident in the creek bottom.
Food storage regulations were in effect in the campground and metal food
storage boxes were available at each campsite. There was no evidence of food
attractants being available at any of the sites where attacks took place. There
was no evidence of improper food storage problems anywhere in the
campground at the time of the attacks or prior to the attacks, nor was there
evidence that bears obtained garbage or human foods in the campground in
2010. There were no prior reports of bear/human conflicts in 2010 except for the
bluff charge during a surprise encounter with a jogger (Elaine Sabo) along
Highway 212 near Silver Gate. There were no reports of problems with bears
obtaining human foods in the campground or in the Cooke City area in 2010.
After the attacks, efforts were initiated to capture the offending bear(s). Initially it
was not conclusive what bear species was involved in the attacks due to
insufficient tracks for species identification left at the sites. Trapping operations
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were concentrated at the site where the third attack took place and where the
victim was killed. A culvert trap was placed at the campsite of the victim’s tent
and the rain fly of his tent was used to cover the culvert trap. There were 2 other
culvert traps set in the immediate area. At approximately 1800 hours on 28 July
2010, within 16 hours of the initial attacks, an adult female grizzly bear was
captured in the trap closest to the victim’s tent site. This was the trap covered
with the rain fly from the victim’s tent. On 29 July 2010 at 0615 hours, 2 yearling
grizzly bears were captured in traps adjacent to the culvert trap where the female
was being held. On 30 July 2010 at 0600 hours, the third yearling was captured
in a culvert trap adjacent to the campsite where the victim was killed.
The adult female grizzly bear was approximately 10-15 years old (exact age as
yet unknown but will be determined by tooth cementum analysis). The bear was
unmarked and had never been captured before. All 4 bears were moved to
Bozeman, Montana where the adult female was euthanized and sent to the
Montana Veterinary Diagnostic Lab for necropsy. The adult female weighed 216
pounds. The brain of the adult female bear was tested for rabies and the results
were negative. The morphological diagnosis was a bear with a thin body
condition, moderate to numerous numbers of tapeworms and roundworms in the
small intestine, enteritis (inflammation) of the small intestine probably associated
with the parasite load, and the onset of pneumoconiosis, a lung condition caused
by inhaling particles of mineral dust. The veterinary pathologists concluded that
the parasite load played a role in the poor body condition of the bear. This
parasite load, combined with the increased energy demands of 3 offspring were
contributing factors to the poor body condition of the bear. The 3 yearlings were
also in poor physical condition but were within the lower end of weights recorded
for yearling grizzly bears Yellowstone ecosystem. The size of this adult female is
within the normal range for adult females accompanied by yearlings in the
Yellowstone ecosystem.
There was a single grizzly hair found on a shoe that was outside the tent of Mrs.
Freele on the night of the attack. The DNA from this single hair was not from the
adult female or any of her 3 yearlings indicating a fifth bear in the area. The DNA
from this hair indicated that it was from a bear that was related to the adult
female. There was no DNA evidence of this fifth bear at any of the other attack
sites, on any wounds or clothing or tents of the victims, or at the fatality site.
There was no sign of this fifth bear during the capture efforts. This hair from this
fifth bear may have been picked up on the shoe of Mrs. Freele around the
campground as she had stayed in the Soda Butte Campground for 13 days prior
to the attack, but there is no way to know this for certain. Subadult grizzly bears
will sometimes remain within the home range of their mother. It may be that
there was a subadult frequenting this campground that is a previous offspring of
the adult female involved in the attacks. This may be the bear photographed in
the campground on 24 July 2010 (Photo 4). There is no direct evidence that this
unknown fifth bear was involved in any of the attacks.
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Stable isotope analysis indicated the adult female subsisted primarily on native
vegetation and had very little meat in her diet. Isotope results also show that the
adult female was not a consumer of whitebark pine seeds, even in 2009 when
whitebark pine seeds were abundant in the Cooke City area. Isotope analysis
also showed that this adult female had not consumed human-related foods such
as garbage or pet food. This adult female subsisted primarily on natural
vegetation that provided a marginal level of quality nutrition. This diet was a
contributing factor to her poor body condition. The nutritional demands of raising
3 yearlings would further strain her nutritional situation. Her diet of primarily
vegetation is within the normal range of diets in the Yellowstone ecosystem
(Figure 1).
There is no clear explanation for the aggressive, predatory behavior of this adult
female grizzly bear in the early morning hours of 28 July 2010. The bear and her
offspring were low in body condition but their body condition was not outside the
range of other wild grizzly bears in the Yellowstone ecosystem. Her poor body
condition was likely directly related to her nearly exclusive reliance on native
vegetation (other than whitebark pine seeds, which she ate very little of),
combined with the nutritional demands of raising 3 yearlings and continuing to
nurse those 3 yearlings. Her poor body condition was exacerbated by a parasite
load in her small intestine. This parasite load would have compromised her
nutrition and physical condition and, combined with a vegetative diet and raising
3 offspring, likely contributed to nutritional stress. It is important to recognize that
nutrition can be a contributing factor to stress in wildlife but in and of itself,
nutritional stress is not a sufficient explanation for predatory behavior by a bear
on humans.
Herrero et al. (in press) analyzed 59 different fatal attacks by black bears on
humans from 1900-2009. Of the 34 attacks in which the body condition of the
attacking bear was known 32% (11 of 34) had an apparent health problem such
as being underweight, injured, or in poor body condition. In 68% (23 of 34) of
black bear predatory attacks on humans, the bears were described as “healthy”
and not underweight or in poor body condition. Therefore, poor body condition
may be a contributing factor to a predatory attack on a human by a bear but by
itself it is not a conclusive or sufficient explanatory factor to explain such
predatory behavior. The adult female grizzly bear that attacked 3 people in the
Soda Butte Campground was able to raise 3 cubs to yearling status. She was
within the normal range of weights for adult females accompanied by yearlings in
the Yellowstone ecosystem and was therefore not abnormally thin or
malnourished. Raising cubs puts a nutritional strain on every female grizzly bear.
Nutritional stress is not a reason for a bear to become predatory on humans,
although it may be a contributing factor. In the study on black bear predatory
attacks on humans, Hererro et al. (in press) found that only 3 of 36 fatal attacks
involved an adult female bear with young, indicating that fatal attacks on people
by black bear females with young are highly unusual. Confounding interpretation
of the reason for this attack is the fact that the isotope results show that this bear
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had consumed little or no human-related foods. Evidence indicates there were
bears frequenting this campground and this could have included the family group
involved in the attack, but there is no evidence indicating that human-related food
was obtained by these bears in the campground or anywhere else prior to the
attacks. There were no reports of aggressive bears (other than the bluff charge
during the surprise encounter with a jogger along Highway 212) or habituated
bears in the campground or the Cooke City are in 2010.
In summary, the attack involving an adult female grizzly bear and her 3 yearlings
on 3 separate people in the Soda Butte Campground on 28 July 2010 cannot be
clearly explained or understood. The adult female and her offspring were
nutritionally stressed due to their primarily plant-food diet and the adult female
had a moderate intestinal parasite load which contributed to her poor nutritional
status. However, their body size and condition were not outside the range of
normal values for grizzly bears in the Yellowstone Ecosystem. It is clear this
bear had obtained few if any human-related foods prior to the attack and
therefore was not food conditioned to seek human use areas as sources of food.
The bear exhibited minimal levels of habituation to humans as it was rarely seen
or reported in the Cooke City area or in the campground. There is evidence of
bears frequenting the campground area surreptitiously as evidenced by bear
tracks on food storage boxes and garbage dumpsters in the campground and
there is a photo of a fifth bear in the campground. However, none of these
issues can be identified as a causative factor for this bear to suddenly become
predatory on humans at 0200 on July 28, 2010 after apparently living in the area
of this campground for its entire life (as adult female core home ranges remain
fairly static throughout their lifetimes).
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LABORATORY EXAMINATION REPORT
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LAB NO.
DATE:
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August 12, 2010
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SUBMITTER: Kevin Frey
EXAMINERS: Kim Frazier
Wildlife Mgmt Specialist
Tasha Bauman
AGENCY:
TECHNICAL REVIEW: Dee Dee Hawk
Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks
CASE NO.:
N/A
1899 Mount Ellis Rd.
PURPOSE:
Microsatellite matching of
Bozeman, MT 59715
the submitted items.
EVIDENCE RECEIVED:
Dee Dee Hawk, Laboratory Director received items No. 1-4 from Tara Teaschner, Biologist, on
July 29, 2010.
Dee Dee Hawk, Laboratory Director received items 5-7 on August 6, 2010.
EXAMINATIONS CONDUCTED:
Extracted DNA from numerous submitted items was used in the polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) for microsatellite matching of the submitted items.
In Table No. 1, “hair submitted” indicates the samples were taken from someone outside of the
laboratory and “hair collected” indicates the samples were recovered by Wyoming Game and
Fish Forensic Laboratory personnel. Site #11 is the second site and the area of the female victim,
site #16 is the first site and the area of the male victim, and site #26 was the area of the fatality.
In the interest of time and decreasing turnaround time, not all items were utilized for testing.
RESULTS:
Results are listed in Table No. 1
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Table No. 1
Items Submitted and Results
Lab
Item
No.
1A

MFWP
Item
Number

Description
Known female grizzly bear—blood (not used)

1B
1C
1D
2A
2B
2C
2D

11
2
4
3, 5-9

2E

1

2F

19

2G

13

2H

12

2H

12

2I
2J
2K
2L
3A
3B

14
15
16
17
20

Known female grizzly bear--tissue
Known female grizzly bear--hair
Known female grizzly bear--tooth
Shirt from victim campsite-hair collected
Pants from victim-hair collected
Hair from exterior of victim’s tent-hair submitted
Sample from victim’s wound-no sample retrieved
at this time
Victim’s shirt, section covering puncture wound,
right arm-hair collected
Glove used to collect evidence from fatal victimno sample retrieved at this time
Pillow found near victim’s body at campsite-hair
collected
Shirt removed from victim at campsite-hair
submitted
What appeared to be partially digested vegetation
with salvia
Hair from body at campsite-hair submitted
Hair on willow below body site-hair submitted
Hair from inside of tent-hair submitted
Hair from sleeping bag-hair submitted
Clothing from hotel room-no sample retrieved
Tooth-inside of tent site No. 11

Species
ID
Grizzly
bear
(GB)
GB
GB
GB
NT
NT
GB

Gender

Genotype

F

A

F
F
F
NT
NT
NT

A
A
A
NR
NR
A

NT

NT

NR

GB

F

A

NT

NT

NR

NT

NT

NT

GB
GB
GB
NT

F
F
F
NT

A
A
A
NR

NT

NT

Could not
exclude A
Could not
exclude A

3B

Hair-inside of tent site No. 11-hair submitted

NT

NT

3C

T-shirt and sock from Ronald Singer-no sample
retrieved
Sheet from hospital-R. Singer-no sample retrieved
Linen from hospital-R. Singer-no sample retrieved
Hair-right shoe-Singer-hair collected

NT

NT

3D
3E
3F

Could not
exclude A
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Table No. 1 (Continued)
Lab
MFWP
Item
Item
Description
No. Number
3G
Hair-flannel pants-Singer-hair collected

Species
ID
NT

Gender

Genotype

NT

Bear

NT

NT

NT

Could not
exclude A

NT

NT

3P

Hair-shoe, D. Freele-one hair submitted
Hair-Clothing-D. Freele-No sample retrieved
Underwear-Singer-No sample retrieved
Bandage, Soda Butte CG, Mt-R. Singer-Leg-No
sample retrieved
Bag containing Singer clothing-No sample
retrieved
Flannel pants worn by R. Singer, Soda Butte CGhair collected
Bandage that victim arrived at hospital in-removed
at hospital-No sample retrieved
Clothing D. Freele, Soda Butte CG-MT-hair
collected
Site #16 sleeping bag-hair collected

Could not
exclude A
B

NT

NT

3Q

Freele sleeping bag-hair collected

NT

NT

3R

Hair samples from tent-one hair submitted

NT

NT

Could not
exclude A
Could not
exclude A
Could not
exclude A
Could not
exclude A

3H
3I
3J
3K
3L
3M
3N
30

4

Bandages from hospital-No sample collected at
this time
5
Bear No. 1, Runt Female cub
NT
6
Bear No. 2, Dominant Female cub
NT
7
Bear No. 3, Male cub
NT
GB=Grizzly Bear
NT=Not tested
NR=Non-reactive
F=Female

NT
NT
NT

C
D
E

CONCLUSIONS:
1) Items #1, 2C, 2G, 2I, 2J, and 2K resulted in identical genotypes (genotype A); this is
consistent with the items originating from the same female grizzly bear.
2) Items from sites #11 and 16 had hairs that only produced partial genotypes. These
partial genotypes could not be excluded from genotype A.
3) Item #3H resulted in genotype B and originated from a second bear of undetermined
gender and species, however this bear does share an allele at all loci with the known
female grizzly bear (Item #1). This indicates a high probability of parentage between
genotypes A and B.
4) Item #5 resulted in genotype C and originated from a known female grizzly bear.
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5) Item #6 resulted in genotype D and originated from a known female grizzly bear.
6) Item #7 resulted in genotype E and originated from a known male grizzly bear.
DISPOSITION OF SAMPLES:
Items are retained in the custody of the examiners.

DNA EXAMINER: _______________________________________
Kim Frazier
Forensic Specialist

DNA EXAMINER:________________________________________
Tasha Bauman
Forensic Analyst

TECHNICAL REVIEW: ___________________________________
Dee Dee Hawk
Laboratory Director

cc.

G. Amrine
S. Talbott
B. DeBolt
M. Bruscino
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Appendix 16 - Summary of stable isotope analysis for the Soda Butte female grizzly bear
SUMMARY OF STABLE ISOTOPE ANALYSES OF THE SODA BUTTE FEMALE
Charles T. Robbins and Justin Teisberg, Washington State University, Pullman, WA
August 10, 2010
Introduction
Three hair samples from the adult female captured at the Soda Butte Campground near Cooke
City, Montana were received on August 5, 2010, from Kevin Frey. The samples included 1) a
sample of hair grown during 2009 based on its faded, worn appearance and the fact that it had
been molted but was still clinging to the currently growing hair coat, 2) a sample of new hair
growing in 2010, and 3) a mixture of the 2 hair coats. The new hair was clipped at the skin
surface to insure that the 2010 hair sample included the most recently grown hair. The hair
samples were washed with distilled water and a chloroform-methanol mixture to remove oils and
extraneous debris and dried. A subsample of the hair representing the entire hair coat grown in
2009 and 2010 was ground, loaded into stable isotope capsules, and submitted on August 9th to
the Washington State University Stable Isotope Analytical Lab for carbon, nitrogen and sulfur
isotope analyses. Another subsample of full length 2010 hair was laid out next to a ruler and the
first 1 cm of hair that would have been next to the skin was cut. Previous studies found that
grizzly bear hair grows at 1.5 cm/month (Felicetti et al. 2004). The 1 cm sample was processed
as above and submitted for carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur isotope analyses. Serum and whole blood
samples from the above female also were obtained on August 6th from the Wyoming Game and
Fish Wildlife Forensic and Fish Health Laboratory in Laramie, Wyoming. Subsamples of the
serum and red blood cells were freeze-dried and submitted for the same stable isotope analyses.
Previous studies on a wide range of species have shown that the isotope composition of the
serum is indicative of the diet consumed during the past 10 to 14 days, that of the red blood cells
during the past 3 months, and that of the hair during the time of its growth.
Summary of Results
1. The female consumed an almost exclusively plant-based diet during the past 2 years (Figure
1). Ninety-two percent of the grizzly bears in the Yellowstone ecosystem consume a higher
proportion of meat in their diet than did this female.
2. There is no indication that the female consumed significant amounts of human-provided food
(e.g., pet food, garbage, or livestock grain) during 2009, 2010, or during the last few weeks of
her life. The carbon signature of the female’s serum (-24.8‰) and red blood cells (-24.4‰) are
very similar to the mean (-24.1 ± 0.4‰) for 350 research bears handled in Yellowstone between
1984 and 2005 and indicate the consumption of the C3-plants that grow in the Yellowstone
ecosystem. Although there is a slight carbon shift in the most recently grown hair, that value is
still well within the variation seen in Yellowstone bears (Figure 1). If human-provided food had
been a major source of nourishment, a carbon shift towards ± -14‰ would have been expected.
There was a slight increase in the female’s nitrogen isotope signature during the last few weeks
of her life. For example, the nitrogen isotope value of her hair was 2.94 in 2009 and 2.78 in the
hair grown thus far in 2010. The most recent 1 cm of hair grown during the last 2 to 3 weeks of

